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Abstract
If humanity encounters an extraterrestrial civilization, or if two extraterrestrial
civilizations encounter each other, then the outcome may depend not only on the
civilizations’ relative strength to destroy each other but also on what ethics are held by
one or both civilizations. This paper explores outcomes of encounter scenarios in which
one or both civilizations hold a universalist ethical framework. Several outcomes are
possible in such scenarios, ranging from one civilization destroying the other to both
civilizations racing to be the first to commit suicide. Thus, attention to the ethics of both
humanity and extraterrestrials is warranted in human planning for such an encounter.
Additionally, the possibility of such an encounter raises profound questions for
contemporary human ethics, even if such an encounter never occurs.
Keywords: extraterrestrials, ethics, universalism
1. Introduction
To date, humanity has never encountered extraterrestrial life, let alone an extraterrestrial
civilization. However, we can also not rule out the possibility that such an encounter will
occur. Indeed, insights from the Drake equation (see e.g. [1]) suggest that such an
encounter may be likely. As human exploration of space progresses, such an encounter
may become increasingly likely. Thus analysis of what would happen in the event of an
extraterrestrial encounter is of considerable significance. This analysis is particularly
important for the astronautics community to consider given that it is on the leading edge
of space exploration.
There is extensive debate on what would be the outcome of an encounter between
humanity and an extraterrestrial civilization. This debate can also be extended to
consider encounters between two extraterrestrial civilizations. Much of the debate
centers on the moral character of the extraterrestrials and the significance of this for how
humanity would fare in such an encounter. Several commentators have speculated that
the extraterrestrials would be benevolent and thus safe to humans [2,3] while others have
speculated that the extraterrestrials would be malicious and thus dangerous to humans
[4,5]. For broad reviews of the debate, see [1,6].
This paper considers an important set of scenarios, largely overlooked by the existing
literature, in which either humanity or the extraterrestrial civilization or both act
according to a universalist ethical framework. Universalist ethics roughly refers to ethics
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where the two civilizations value specific aspects of each other equally, regardless of
which civilization these aspects occur in. Universalist ethics is defined more precisely
and elaborated in greater detail in Section 2. Meanwhile, for purposes of this article,
civilization can be defined as a system of individuals working towards some common
objective. Heterogeneity within a civilization, though undoubtedly important, is beyond
the scope of this article.
Ethics in general, and universalist ethics in particular, are important in humanityextraterrestrial encounters because the outcome of such an encounter will depend not
only on the relative strengths of the civilizations (i.e. who would destroy the other in an
inter-civilizational war) but also on some specifics of the ethics held by the civilizations.
Encounters in which one or both civilizations act according to a universalist framework
hold particularly interesting properties. For example, if each civilization acts according
to a different universalist framework, then an encounter might lead to a race between the
civilizations to be the first one to commit suicide. Section 3 discusses a broad range of
encounter scenarios involving universalism.
The particular specifics of universalist ethics possibly held by humanity or
extraterrestrials have important implications both for human civilization strategy and for
contemporary ethics. The implications for civilizational strategy, discussed in Section 4,
are important for humanity’s planning for extraterrestrial encounters and its response
should such an encounter occur. The basic message is that humanity would be wise to
consider extraterrestrials’ ethics in addition to their war-fighting strengths, because the
ethics can be as an important factor in the outcome of an encounter. The implications for
contemporary ethics, discussed in Section 5, hold even if no encounter occurs. In
particular, the possibility of extraterrestrial encounter challenges certain forms of
anthropocentrism commonly found in contemporary human ethics because
extraterrestrials might be superior to humans on the same grounds that humans consider
ourselves to be superior to other Earth species.
2. Universalist Ethics
The term universalist ethical framework comes from the term universalism as used in the
philosophy and psychology literatures on human values. The terms values and ethics can
mean different things, although for the purposes of this paper both terms will be taken to
mean views about right and wrong and about what should be done. As discussed in the
psychology literature, universalism is a type of ethical framework humans might support
in which there is great equality. For example, Schwartz and Boehnke define universalism
as “Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection for the welfare of all people
and for nature (equality, social justice, wisdom, broadminded, protecting the
environment, unity with nature, a world of beauty)” [7, p. 239].
For this paper I will employ a slightly different definition of universalism. First, I must
review the concept of intrinsic value. Intrinsic value is that which is valuable for its own
sake, independent of anything else [8]. Intrinsic value is contrasted with extrinsic value,
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which is anything that is valuable but is not intrinsic value [9]. For example, we might
consider human welfare to hold intrinsic value (such as in anthropocentric variations of
the utilitarianism ethical framework). In this case, phenomena such as food, clothing,
and shelter would hold a form of extrinsic value called instrumental value, which is
valuable because it causes other value [9]- in this case the intrinsic value of human
welfare.
There has been much philosophical debate over the question of whether intrinsic value
actually exists or if it is instead only considered to exist by individuals with sufficient
cognitive capacity to form such a consideration (e.g. humans) [8]. This question is at the
heart of meta-ethics, i.e. the study of the nature of ethics and ethical knowledge. Possible
answers to this question will not be discussed here because this paper focuses on what
different civilizations consider to hold intrinsic value, which is a topic that can be
examined independent of any knowledge of what might or might not actually hold
intrinsic value. The reason for this focus is to explore what civilizations might do in an
encounter. No attempt is made at assessing whether the civilizations might be actually
right or wrong in the ethics that they support and in the actions they perform. While they
are beyond the scope of this paper, such assessments could be readily made given
knowledge of what ethics actually are correct if such knowledge could somehow be
achieved.
For the purposes of this paper, a universalist ethical framework is an ethical framework
in which the phenomena considered to hold intrinsic value hold the same intrinsic value
regardless of where or when the intrinsic value occurs. For example, a universalist form
of anthropocentric utilitarianism would place the same amount of intrinsic value on all
human welfare. Likewise, a universalist form of non-anthropocentric utilitarianism
would place the same amount of intrinsic value on all welfare, regardless of what species
(or non-species) the welfare occurred in. It should be noted that the types of ethical
frameworks considered here are all consequentialist, meaning that they only place
intrinsic value the consequences of actions. No consideration is given to whether certain
actions are fundamentally right or wrong (as in deontological ethics) or to whether what
is important is not what actions we perform but is instead the character of who we are (as
in virtue ethics). While such ethics are important and have enough support among
contemporary humans to merit attention, they require a somewhat different analysis and
are beyond the scope of this paper.
Human philosophers have extensively debated the extent to which humans should be
universalist. Some argue that we have special relations to ourselves and those near us
which justifies non-universalism (see [10] for examples). Others argue that universalism
is too demanding and thus while being a universalist may be commendable, it is not
morally required [11]. Meanwhile, still others argue that non-universalism is immoral
and that we should strive for universalism [12]. A prominent argument for universalism
stems from a thought experiment in which we select our ethics as if we don’t know which
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member of society we are, thereby removing any incentive for non-universalist favoritism
[13].1
Much of the debate on universalism has existed within anthropocentric ethical
frameworks. These frameworks only place intrinsic value on human phenomena
(welfare, health, etc.) and thus only debate how intrinsic value should be distributed
among humans. However, such anthropocentrism is not unanimously supported. For
example, several prominent philosophers have advocated non-anthropocentric forms of
utilitarianism, placing equal intrinsic value on the welfare of human and non-human
animals [15-17]. Others have called for ecocentric ethics, also placing intrinsic value on
non-sentient nature [18,19]. The definition of universalism provided by Schwartz and
Boehnke includes ecocentrism, as does other psychology research on environmental
values [20].
For the present paper it is crucial for universalism to extend beyond humanity.
Specifically, this paper explores universalism with respect to civilizations: whether
humanity places the same intrinsic value on phenomena that occur in an extraterrestrial
civilization we encounter, and whether the extraterrestrials do the same for us.
Universalism in this context can be contrasted with civilizationism, in which civilizations
place more intrinsic value on what happens to themselves than on what happens to other
civilizations. Define pure civilizationism as the view that what happens to other
civilizations holds zero intrinsic value. This definition allows the more general term
civilizationism to refer to views in which what happens to other civilizations holds less
intrinsic value but not necessarily zero intrinsic value. There thus exists a continuous
scale from pure civilizationism to pure universalism. However, for ease of exposition, in
this paper the terms universalism and pure universalism will be used interchangeably.
Available evidence suggests that human and extraterrestrial civilizations could be
universalist with each other, but would not necessarily be so. The historic record of
encounters among human civilizations – often mined for insights on extraterrestrial
encounters [21, 22] – shows a wide range of ethics from civilizationism to universalism.
For example, the English Pilgrims and Wampanoag Native Americans coexisted in New
England with mutual cooperation and assistance [23], suggesting at least some degree of
universalism among the two civilizations. Many other cases of human encounters are
marked by a civilizationist fight-to-win mentality. Thus if the historic record is to be any
guide, universalism in extraterrestrial encounter may be possible but hardly inevitable.
The existing psychological literature has only begun to explore the extent to which
humans may be universalist with respect to extraterrestrial civilizations [24]; initial
results are inconclusive. There has been some discussion of this issue in the ethics
literature. For example, Lupisella [25] argues for respecting and protecting life on other
planets. Singer [26] expresses a similar view. Meanwhile, some have speculated that
intelligent civilizations evolve universalist tendencies [3, 27]. Thus, if it is possible for
1

This thought experiment is very similar to the “original position” thought experiment developed by Rawls
[14]. Rawls uses the original position thought experiment to assess how idealized members of society
might form societal rules instead of to assess what ethical framework might be selected by idealized ethical
agents.
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humanity to encounter an extraterrestrial civilization, or for two extraterrestrial
civilizations to encounter each other, it appears possible for at least one of these
civilizations to be universalist with respect to each other. I now explore some of the
possible outcomes of such an encounter, given that one or both civilizations are
universalist.
3. Universalism In Extraterrestrial Encounter
If two civilizations (human or otherwise) encounter each other, how would the outcome
be affected if one or both civilizations are universalist? Several factors are important
here: (1) whether the civilizations place intrinsic value on the same set of phenomena; (2)
whether the civilizations are equally efficient at producing the intrinsic value; (3) whether
the civilizations are both universalist; (4) whether one civilization is capable of
destroying the other (i.e. there is a stronger and a weaker civilization; note that by
destruction I mean to include both annihilation and enslavement); and (5) whether the
two civilizations could utilize the same resources. This section discusses several
scenarios that result from combinations of these factors. An overview of these scenarios
is provided in Figure 1.

(A) If the two civilizations cannot utilize the same resources then universalism is a nonissue.
Otherwise:
(B) If there is a stronger civilization then that civilization decides the outcome based on
which civilization it thinks produces intrinsic value more efficiently. This holds
regardless of whether either civilization is universalist.
Otherwise:
(C) If the civilizations place intrinsic value on the same set of phenomena then the less
efficient civilization sacrifices itself.
Otherwise:
(D) If there is agreement on which civilization is more efficient at producing the intrinsic
value then the less efficient civilization sacrifices itself.
Otherwise:
(E) If each civilization thinks itself more efficient then a fight-to-win conflict ensues.
(F) If each civilization thinks the other more efficient then fight-to-lose conflict ensues.
Figure 1: Overview of the scenarios considered in this section. Letters in parentheses
correspond to the paragraph labels throughout this section.
It should be noted that the ethics relevant to the present discussion are the ethics held by
the civilizations during their interaction. Codignola [22] raises the possibility that, due to
an encounter, one or both civilizations may change their ethical views. In the context of
the present article, this means that the civilization(s) may change what they place intrinsic
value on. Codignola speculates that humanity may find the extraterrestrials’ ethics to be
superior and may thus feel compelled to adopt the extraterrestrials’ ethics. This would be
5

an important effect. Indeed, any shifts in ethical views due to the encounter would be
important to account for. If there are any such shifts, then the ethics held during the
civilizations’ interaction are the ethics being referred to here.
(A) If the two civilizations did not utilize the same resources, then universalism may be a
non-issue. This would be the case because neither civilization would have any reason to
destroy the other. To see this, consider a scenario in which humans encounter a
civilization consisting of intelligent photosynthetic organisms. Here, the two civilizations
may find substantial opportunity for symbiotic relations that both civilizations would
consider optimal regardless of whether either happened to be universalist. Alternatively,
if no symbiosis existed, then instead the two civilizations may simply have no effect on
each other’s capacity to produce intrinsic value. Here, both civilizations would carry on
maximizing intrinsic value however they could, as if the other civilization wasn’t there.
(B) If the stronger civilization is not universalist, then it may not matter that the weaker
civilization is universalist. Specifically, if the stronger civilization is non-universalist in
such a way that it would desire the destruction of the weaker civilization, then the
stronger civilization would simply destroy the weaker civilization, regardless of what the
weaker civilization’s ethics are. (It may be the case that the stronger civilization was not
universalist but still did not desire destroying the weaker civilization. For example, the
stronger civilization may be indifferent to the existence of the weaker civilization.
Alternatively, a symbiotic relationship could develop.) Thus, a non-universalist
humanity could find itself destroying a weaker universalist civilization. Alternatively, a
universalist humanity could find itself being destroyed by a stronger non-universalist
civilization despite humanity being universalist.
If the stronger civilization is universalist, then this civilization may decide how to handle
the encounter based on which civilization more efficiently produces intrinsic value. If the
two civilizations define intrinsic value differently, then the intrinsic value that decides
which civilization survives would be the intrinsic value as defined by the stronger
civilization. If the stronger civilization finds itself to be more efficient (for example due
to superior physiology and technology) then it may destroy the weaker civilization in
order to produce more intrinsic value. This would be the case even though the stronger
civilization has no bias against intrinsic value produced by the weaker civilization.
Likewise, if the stronger civilization finds itself to be less efficient, then it may instead
opt to destroy itself. Again, humanity could either be the destroyer or the destroyed.
If there is no stronger civilization, i.e. if the two civilizations are not capable of
destroying each other, then decision making may be made according to efficiency. Here
it would matter whether the two civilizations had the same conception of intrinsic value.
(C) First, consider the case in which the two civilizations do have the same conception of
intrinsic value. Suppose here that one civilization is more efficient than the other at
producing intrinsic value. If this is the case then the less efficient civilization may agree
to sacrifice itself so that the more efficient civilization could produce more intrinsic
value. This scenario would occur if both civilizations use the same resources, or, to put it
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more precisely, if whatever resources were used by the less efficient civilization could be
more efficiently used by the other civilization. That is, the more efficient civilization
may also be able to use some resources that the less efficient civilization cannot use. By
definition, there are no resources which the less efficient civilization can use but the more
efficient civilization cannot use. Otherwise, the less efficient civilization would be more
efficient at using these resources and would remain in existence in order to convert these
resources into intrinsic value. In such instances of heterogeneous capacity to convert
resources into intrinsic value, the civilizations would expand, contract, and/or shift so as
to maximize the production of intrinsic value.
(D) Second, consider the case in which the two civilizations do not have the same
conception of intrinsic value. In this case, conflict can occur. Conflict would occur if the
two civilizations disagreed over which civilization more efficiently produced intrinsic
value. Conflict would not occur if they instead disagreed on what held intrinsic value but
agreed on whom more efficiently produced that intrinsic value. There would be no
conflict here because they would agree on which civilization was more worthy of
continuing to exist. This scenario is similar to the scenario in which they agreed on
intrinsic value, as discussed above. In this scenario, the less efficient civilization
sacrifices itself for the sake of producing more intrinsic value.
(E) If each civilization thought itself to be more efficient, then a fight-to-win conflict
could ensue. This fight would resemble a traditional fight-to-win conflict in which the
civilizations are pure (or close to pure) civilizationists. However, the pure civilizationist
fight-to-win phenomenon is not identical to the universalist fight-to-win phenomenon.
This is because there exists a scenario in which a pure civilizationist fight-to-win conflict
would occur but a universalist fight-to-win conflict would not occur. This scenario is the
scenario in which the would-be winning civilization would suffer so much damage that it
would be left less efficient after the conflict than the other civilization would be without a
conflict. In this scenario, the would-be winning universalist civilization might sacrifice
itself, in order for there to be more total intrinsic value. A pure civilizationist civilization
would make no such sacrifice, because it would place no intrinsic value on anything that
happened to the other civilization.
(F) If each civilization thought the other to be more efficient, then a fight-to-lose conflict
would ensue. In this remarkable situation, the two civilizations might race to be the first
to commit suicide. The civilizations would not want to be the second to commit suicide,
because then no civilization would remain to produce any intrinsic value, however
measured. In other words, even if a civilization preferred that the other civilization exist
instead of itself existing, the civilization would still prefer itself existing over no
civilizations existing. (If the civilization preferred no civilizations existing over itself
existing, then it would have committed suicide already, before any encounter with other
civilizations. There actually are some human philosophers that call for the end of human
civilization on these grounds. One such philosopher is Benatar [28]; see [29] for further
discussion.) Thus, if one civilization successfully committed suicide while the other was
still intact, then the other could exploit the resources that otherwise would have been
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consumed by the suicide civilization. This would result in more intrinsic value as defined
by the suicide civilization.
4. Implications for Human Civilization Strategy
If humans never encounter an extraterrestrial civilization, then the discussion here is of
no strategic significance. In other words, humanity’s universalism towards other
civilizations and other civilizations’ universalism towards humanity only affect human
strategy if humanity may encounter one of these civilizations. There are other, nonstrategic implications to the possibility of universalism; some of these implications are
discussed below.
If humans do encounter an extraterrestrial civilization, then the outcome of the encounter
will depend not only on the civilizations’ relative strength, i.e. their relative capacity to
destroy the other civilization, but also on their respective ethical frameworks.
Specifically, if one or both civilizations are universalist with respect to the other
civilization, then the stronger civilization might not be the survivor. Indeed, it is possible
that one or even both of the civilizations would attempt sacrificing itself so that the other
could produce more of whatever phenomena were considered to hold intrinsic value.
Thus, if humanity is interested in surviving an encounter with an extraterrestrial
civilization, it would be wise to pay attention to the extraterrestrial civilization’s ethics.
Likewise, if humanity is interested in facilitating the best possible outcome of such an
encounter (i.e. the outcome with the most intrinsic value), then it would be wise for
humanity to also reflect on its own ethics, because its strategy will depend on how it
defines the good. Such reflection includes reflecting on the question of whether
humanity even defines the good in terms of an intrinsic value to be maximized instead of,
for example, supporting a deontological or virtue ethics framework.
The exact strategic implications of universalism in encounter scenarios depend on the
particular circumstances of the encounter. Analysis such as that presented above is an
appropriate starting point.
The importance of ethics in extraterrestrial encounter implies the importance of detecting
and diagnosing the ethics of extraterrestrials. Here detection refers to the process of
identifying information about the extraterrestrials’ ethics. Diagnosis refers to the process
of interpreting this information to learn what the extraterrestrials’ ethics actually are.
Such detection and diagnosis are part of the broader technical and intellectual challenge
of identifying and interpreting whatever evidence of extraterrestrial civilization we may
find. Of all the aspects of extraterrestrial civilization we can detect and diagnose, its
ethics may be particularly important. This importance is suggested by the analysis
presented throughout this article. Further research is necessary to establish protocols for
the detection and diagnosis of extraterrestrial ethics.
One important consideration in the detection and diagnosis of extraterrestrial ethics is that
any information sent to us from the extraterrestrials may not be honest. Extraterrestrials
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could send us an ‘ethics Trojan horse’, i.e. a message designed to trick humanity into
misinterpreting the extraterrestrials’ true ethics. The extraterrestrials’ motivation for such
trickery would be to influence humanity’s course of action to the extraterrestrials’
advantage, based on however they defined “advantage”. Given this possibility, humanity
should be prepared to be very careful in handling any messages about extraterrestrials’
ethics in order to avoid any harmful misinterpretation.
The ‘ethics Trojan horse’ game can of course be played both ways. Just as
extraterrestrials can try to trick humanity, humanity can try to trick extraterrestrials.
Humanity could gain strategic advantage from such a tactic. Indeed, humanity already
has extensive experience with this sort of tactic, given our long and ongoing experience
with military deception [30, 31]. Thus it is recommended that studies of ethics in
extraterrestrial encounter include consideration of military and other deception so that
humanity can most successfully handle the possibility of an ‘ethics Trojan horse’. This
recommendation holds no matter what it is that humanity considers to be ‘successful’, i.e.
no matter what our ethics are.
5. Implications for Contemporary Ethics
The civilizational encounters discussed in this paper raise some important ethical issues.
These issues are important even if no extraterrestrial encounter ever occurs, because how
we assess these issues says something about the nature of our character as moral beings.
Furthermore, these issues raise profound questions about how we should value and treat
other species here on Earth.
One ethical issue posed by the possibility of extraterrestrial encounter is the justification
of ethical anthropocentrism. By ethical anthropocentrism, I mean the view that humans
are more morally important due to some inherent human trait not found or not found as
strongly in other species.2 For example, humans may be considered more cognitively,
spiritually or intellectually advanced, and thus meriting of special consideration. This
justification of ethical anthropocentrism is challenged by the possibility of extraterrestrial
encounter because the extraterrestrials may turn out to be substantially more advanced
than humans in any of these regards. If we believe we have encountered a more
advanced civilization, then would we continue advocating anthropocentrism, or would we
instead consider members of this other civilization to be more morally important? (It is
the belief in the civilization being more advanced that is important here, not whether the
civilization actually is more advanced, because it is the belief that drives the thoughts and
the actions of the believers.) How we answer this question reveals whether we truly
believe in the ethics we state or if instead we are simply using them as an excuse to
prioritize ourselves. If we would not prioritize members of other, more advanced
2

This usage of the term anthropocentrism is distinct from a similar usage of the term in the ethics literature
which appears in discussions of whether human valuations are inevitably anthropocentric as long as it is
humans that are conducting the evaluation [32]. There is of course some truth to this, but humans can
nonetheless change their valuations and behaviors in response to the view that nonhuman phenomena hold
intrinsic value.
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civilizations, then on what grounds other than simple selfishness can we justify
anthropocentrism in our encounters with other species on Earth?
The issue of ethical anthropocentrism is particularly vivid in our food choice decisions.
Humans readily eat members of other Earth species, an act that may be justified by
ethical anthropocentrism. Would we thus condone being eaten by extraterrestrials, if the
extraterrestrials proved to be more advanced? If we would not condone this, then on
what grounds could we justify eating other Earth species? Of course, our survival
depends on eating other species (that is, in the absence of synthetic alternatives, which
may soon include synthetic meats [33]), but human survival does not depend on eating,
for example, sentient species, which are sometimes considered more morally significant.
Likewise, the extraterrestrials might dine on humans even if they have culinary options
they consider to be less morally significant.
Closely related to food choice decisions is our evaluation of the utility monster scenario.
Whereas our food choice decisions concern what we should eat, the utility monster
scenario concerns what we should feed ourselves to. The scenario comes from the
famous ethical thought experiment posed by philosopher Robert Nozick [34]. Nozick’s
utility monster is a hypothetical creature that produces more intrinsic value by eating
humans than humans can produce on their own. In Nozick’s original version, intrinsic
value is defined as utility, although the scenario generalizes to other forms of intrinsic
value. In this scenario, universalist humans would be morally obligated to feed
themselves to the utility monster. Nozick perceived this obligation to be absurd and took
it as an argument against universalist utilitarianism. However, if we are not to feed
ourselves to the utility monster, then it must be the case either that other species should
not feed themselves to us or that humanity is morally more important than all other
species. If an extraterrestrial species could be more advanced than us in all of the regards
we consider to be morally significant, then it becomes difficult to justify other species
feeding themselves to us but us not feeding ourselves to other species.
A separate counter to the utility monster objection to utilitarianism is that the utility
monster is a hypothetical thought experiment with no real-world significance. However,
in the event of an extraterrestrial encounter, humanity may face a real utility monster.
Given that an extraterrestrial encounter is, as far as anyone currently knows, a possibility
(however remote), the utility monster should not be considered strictly a hypothetical
thought experiment. Thus, the possibility of extraterrestrial encounter defeats this
objection. To be sure, it is possible that there could be an extraterrestrial encounter in
which humans would not be edible to the extraterrestrials (or vice versa) [35]. In this
case, humanity’s positions on eating or being eaten by members of other civilizations
would not be of strategic significance but may still be of ethical significance. However,
the opposite is also possible, i.e. that humans may be edible to the extraterrestrials. The
existence of this possibility is sufficient to defeat the “thought experiment” objection to
the utility monster issue.
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6. Summary, Conclusion, and Future Work
If humans encounter an extraterrestrial civilization, or if two extraterrestrial civilizations
encounter each other, then the outcome of the encounter will depend not only on the
civilizations’ relative strength to destroy each other, but also on their respective ethical
frameworks. If one or both civilizations are universalist with respect to the other
civilization, then the stronger civilization might not be the survivor. Indeed, it is possible
that one or even both of the civilizations would attempt sacrificing itself so that the other
could produce more of whatever phenomena were considered to hold intrinsic value.
Thus, if humanity is interested in surviving an encounter with an extraterrestrial
civilization, it would be wise to pay attention to the extraterrestrial civilization’s ethics.
Meanwhile, the possibility of civilizational encounter raises several profound ethical
issues. These issues primarily concern whether anthropocentricism can be justified on
ethical grounds given the possibility of there existing more advanced extraterrestrials. It
should be noted that for those frameworks (such as anthropocentric utilitarianism) that
face these issues, the issues are, for contemporary humans, relatively minor and
unimportant details. That is, there are much bigger issues at stake, ones where the
recommendations are far less controversial. Chief among these is the issue of ensuring
long-term survival by reducing the risk of global catastrophes such as nuclear warfare,
pandemic outbreaks, environmental destruction, and large asteroid impact [36].
Avoiding such catastrophe enables humanity to produce much more intrinsic value, both
here on Earth and, in particular, beyond Earth [37]. (For more on opportunities for
expansion into space, see [38].) Of course, one means of helping ensure long-term
survival is to colonize space, which makes humanity resistant to catastrophes that only
involve planetary destruction [39]. But colonizing space also increases humanity’s
chance of an extraterrestrial encounter, in which the issues in this paper become
important again. So, while consideration of universalism with respect to civilization
encounter may not be humanity’s most pressing need, it is a need nonetheless.
One important topic not considered in the present paper is when there may exist a
diversity of ethical views within a civilization. Indeed, it is the case that humanity
features such a diversity of views, ranging in, among other factors, the extent to which
humans are universalist. Likewise, extraterrestrial civilizations may also have such
diversity of attitudes in their populations. In this case, the outcome of an encounter may
also depend on the roles of specific civilization members in the encounter. Analysis of
such situations might consider these roles, building on analyses of human response to
extraterrestrial contact [40, 41].
The present analysis is also limited by the range of universalist ethical frameworks
considered. These frameworks are consequentialist in that they argue that what we
should do is a function of the intrinsic value of the consequences of our actions. Other
types of frameworks may behave different. Some important non-consequentialist types
of frameworks are deontological ethics frameworks which claim that there are duties to
perform certain acts regardless of the consequences, and virtue ethics frameworks which
emphasize what we should be instead of what we should do. Within consequentialism,
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an important type of framework not considered here is social choice frameworks (such as
democracy), which recommend doing some function of what society in aggregate wants.
Social choice frameworks are of interest in the extraterrestrial encounter context because
they raise the question of how extraterrestrials are represented and counted in a social
choice scheme.
Another important topic not considered here is the extent to which ethics may be affected
by whether the civilizations are biological or computational. Ćirković [42] suggests that
humanity might become more universalist if it evolves into a post-biological state. On
the other hand, Yudkowsky [43] cautions that an artificial intelligence not preprogrammed to be ‘Friendly’ may be highly destructive. It is at least plausible that a
biological civilization may develop empathy towards a civilization it newly encounters
whereas a computational civilization might not. Given the possibility that humans may
encounter a computational civilization or themselves become a computational civilization
[44], this possibility may be worth exploring further.
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